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a b s t r a c t
Mobile ad hoc networks are attractive due to the wireless communication, infrastructureless design, and the self-organized mobile nodes. These features, however, introduce vulnerabilities, since there are no centralized control elements and the communication
depends on cooperation of nodes. We propose a robust and distributed access control
mechanism based on a trust model to secure the network and stimulate cooperation by
excluding misbehaving nodes from the network. The mechanism divides the access control
responsibility into two contexts: local and global. The local context responsibility is the
neighborhood watch to notify the global context about suspicious behavior. In its turn,
the global context analyzes the received information and decides whether it punishes
the suspicious node using a voting scheme. We model the exclusion mechanism and perform a parameter analysis. Simulation results prove that the combination of voting and
trust schemes provides an accurate and precise classiﬁcation and node exclusion mechanism, even though in scenarios of limited monitoring.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) lack physical infrastructure and centralized control. In this kind of network,
the node itself plays the roles of router, server and client.
However, nodes should perform these roles altruistically
to assure proper network operation. Nevertheless, a node
may misbehave and fail to cooperate, because it is overloaded, broken, or due to selﬁsh and even malicious behavior. Thus, an access control mechanism that stimulates
cooperation and also allows only well behaving nodes in
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the network is crucial for the correct operation of the
network.
Security in ad hoc networks is often accomplished with
the use of an access control mechanism in conjunction
with an authentication scheme to validate users identities,
hence only authenticated nodes can participate and use
network capabilities. Authentication assures the correct
node identiﬁcation but does not ensure that it will cooperate and behave as expected, as nodes still can change their
conduct and misbehave intentionally or due to resource
constraints. Likewise, an altruist node that experiences an
occasional communication failure and fail to cooperate
should still be part of the network. Therefore, the adoption
of a naive protocol or mechanism, which does not consider
the existence of misbehaving nodes degrades the performance of the network [1]. A mechanism that distinguishes
altruist nodes from the misbehaving ones, and limits the
misbehaving access to resources is essential to secure
and improve the network performance [2].
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In this paper, we propose the Trust-based Exclusion Access-control Mechanism (TEAM), a robust node exclusion
mechanism that allows an accurate and precise access control. TEAM uses a distributed and self-organized two-level
trust and reputation system inspired by a jury trial. The
system controls node access to the network, monitors node
behavior, and excludes misbehaving nodes. Using the jury
trial model, the access control is achieved by a combination of witnesses and juries. The witnesses use an accurate
and scalable trust model based on local interactions to
identify the nature of the defendants, their one-hop neighbors. Then, the witnesses rate the defendants a trust level
and notify the jury of each defendant about their behavior.
The local trust model produces more accurate information
to be sent to the juries and avoids multihop communication overhead. When the jury receives the notiﬁcation
about selﬁsh/malicious defendant behavior, it votes for
the exclusion of that defendant. The voting mechanism is
important because it requires the majority of the jury
agreement, validating the local behavior analysis securely
in a global context. For each defendant, our mechanism
randomly selects a set of nodes in the network to compose
the jury. We present a simple analytical model of TEAM,
which represents its basic behavior and allows us to understand the impact of the main parameters in the control access efﬁciency. We also evaluate TEAM, through
simulations, under different conﬁgurations and scenarios,
comparing to the closest related work in literature. Results
show that the proposed TEAM mechanism excludes nodes
accurately and precisely with a low message overhead.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the main related works. In Section 3, we present the
architecture of the access control mechanism and, in Section 4 we analyze the reputation model used. In Section
5 we present the simulations and results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related work
Misbehaving and selﬁsh behavior nodes degrade the
performance of routing [3], address allocation [4], and access control mechanisms [5]. Several proposals focus on
selﬁsh behavior prevention to enforce cooperation and
embed the cooperation in routing protocols [6–8]. These
approaches, however, do not focus on network security
and, consequently, they do not have means to detect and
punish malicious behavior.
Other proposals use a mechanism to monitor the environment to identify and exclude misbehaving, malicious,
and selﬁsh nodes.
Non-centralized schemes are mandatory for securing ad
hoc networks a distributed secure approach consists of
using threshold cryptography [9–11], but the need for an
administrator to manage membership or select and conﬁgure a group of nodes persists. Arboit et al. [12] propose an
accusation-based scheme in which nodes monitor their
neighbors to send accusations whenever they detect misbehavior from the vicinity. Nodes use the received accusations to assign a trustworthiness value to all other nodes in
the network, and revoke their certiﬁcate when the sum of
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accusations is greater than a conﬁgurable threshold. In order to improve the accuracy of the certiﬁcate revocation
mechanism, the accusations have variable weights that depend on the node reliability, which are calculated based on
the past behavior. The nodes in this mechanism, however,
maintain data and receive accusations from all other nodes
to assign the trustworthiness value. Martignon et al. propose a complete scheme to detect selﬁsh behavior in Wireless Mesh Network based on both direct observations of
neighbors and indirect information provided by other
mesh routers. The scheme is incorporated in Ad hoc OnDemand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol, so routers exchange recommendations to assign a trustworthiness value. The routers also consider the trustworthiness
of others to weight the recommendations, but they also
have to maintain data and receive trustworthiness information from all other nodes.
Assure a fast and efﬁcient certiﬁcation revocation to exclude a node is actually a challenge in ad hoc networks.
Kato et al. [13] propose a cluster-based approach in which
only the cluster head node sends a revocation message.
Thus, one message is enough to revoke a certiﬁcate, which
reduces the exclusion delay, in contrast to the voting
schemes. However, the accuracy and efﬁciency of the
exclusion mechanism is not addressed.
Lai et al. [9] use self-organized and self-generated public keys to propose a key revocation and renewal scheme.
In their proposal, an outside trusted entity issues keys,
which authorize the node participation in the network.
The key revocation of misbehaving nodes uses an accusation mechanism based on a neighborhood watch a
controlled ﬂooding, in which nodes propagate an accusation in a limited range. The propagation of the accusations
is secured against forging via unicast authenticated messages. However, in order to the key revocation be globally
known, each accusation must be propagated to the entire
network, which causes processing and control message
overhead.
Fernandes et al. proposed A Controller-node-based Access-Control mechanIsm for Ad hoc networks, called ACACIA [14], a distributed access control and authentication
system without the need of a centralized Certiﬁcation
Authority. ACACIA is a self-organized monitoring and certiﬁcate management system, which controls the admittance of nodes and purges misbehaving nodes. The
proposal avoids the use of a central administrator to control node access, using of the relationship of users to control network access. This proposal uses randomly chosen
sets of nodes to control the admittance of nodes in the network and the exclusion of misbehaving nodes. Furthermore, the system uses a neighborhood watch mechanism,
which constantly generates accusation messages to the
random controller sets. Then, these controller sets appraise
a reputation to the nodes depending on the incoming rate
of accusation messages, and exclude the nodes with low
reputation. Therefore, the system drawback is the high
control-message overhead, and the low reputation accuracy on different network conditions, such as number of
neighbors that generate different reputation values.
In this paper, we propose TEAM, an access control mechanism to cope with node misbehavior in ad hoc networks.
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The mechanism extends the ACACIA [14] authentication
and exclusion scheme, and allows only well behaved nodes
in the network. The key idea is to improve the efﬁciency,
accuracy, and precision of the exclusion mechanism by
introducing a trust model to provide nodes with a mechanism to assess the trust value of their neighbors. Therefore,
we adapted a trust model [15] to accurately rate node
behavior and purge the misbehaving nodes. As global decisions depend on a set of random chosen nodes, we reduce
the control overhead to monitor and exclude a misbehaving
node.

3. The proposed two-level architecture
TEAM divides the access control in two-level contexts: a
local context that concerns the vicinity of nodes and a global context that concerns the whole network. Fig. 1 illustrates the access control scheme and the main node
functions in each context. According to our trial analogy,
inherently in our system, all nodes are defendants that
are regularly judged by a jury. Each speciﬁc node is assumed as defendant and a randomly chosen jury evaluates
it based on evidences collected by a set of witnesses, which
is composed of all neighbors of the defendant that monitor
the defendant actions. Therefore, in addition to being a
defendant, every node in the system plays the role of witness for their neighbors and plays the role of juror when
selected for composing the jury of another node.
It is worth to note, that ‘‘every’’ node plays the role of
witness and every node, randomly chosen, plays the role
of juror. As a consequence, the system is fully distributed,
there is no special node, and every node must implement
both local and global context modules. This feature is
important for security purposes. Fig. 2 illustrates the
mechanism architecture and the main modules of each
context.
3.1. Local context
The main goal of the local context is monitoring the
neighborhood behavior and sending evidences to their
jury. The local context comprises three modules: monitor,
trust, and evidence.

Fig. 2. Proposed two-level access control architecture with node behavior
evaluation and exclusion modules.

3.1.1. Monitor module
The monitor module gathers information about the
neighbors of a node to infer their behavior. All nodes act
as witnesses, monitoring actions performed by their neighbors and generating a behavior evaluation that represents
how cooperative and well-behaved the node is. The monitor module must implement a misbehavior detection system, such as Watchdog which detects when a node
selﬁshly avoids forwarding packets [16]. The misbehavior
detection system is out of the scope of this paper. In our
implementation we consider that the monitoring mechanism classiﬁes the actions into two categories: good and
bad actions. Then, every node has a nature value that reﬂects the rate of good actions performed regarding all actions. Thus, the monitoring module rates a behavior
evaluation according to the percentage of good actions.
3.1.2. Trust module
Concerning the local context environment, there is a local trust module that uses the monitor module behavior
evaluation to rate a trust level to the defendant. TEAM generalizes the concepts introduced by Velloso et al. [15] to
build the trust module, which provides a more consistent
set of evidences for excluding nodes, as is presented in
Section 1. Hence, each node builds a trust level to its neighbors. In trust module, neighbors exchange recommendations, which are opinions of nodes about a common
neighbor. These recommendations improve monitoring
performance and speed up the trust level convergence
[15]. Furthermore, since constant node monitoring demands signiﬁcant energy consumption, recommendations
allow nodes to deﬁne time slots to monitor the environment to save energy, while keeping similar trust evaluation accuracy. The trust level ranges from 0 to 1, where 1
represents the most trustworthy a node can be. The trust
level, T i ðdÞ, that a witness have in a defendant, d, in instant
i is deﬁned as the weighted sum of the own trust evaluation, Q i ðdÞ and the recommendations, Ri ðdÞ, as in

T i ðdÞ ¼ ð1  aÞQ i ðdÞ þ aRi ðdÞ;
Fig. 1. The two-level context access control of TEAM: a local context that
acts in the neighborhood of a speciﬁc defendant node, and a global
context that concerns the whole ad hoc network.

ð1Þ

where a tunes the relevance of the recommendations
against the witness own trust evaluation. The calculus of
the recommendations parameter Ri ðdÞ considers recom-
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mendations of all neighbors regarding the same defendant.
The relevance of a recommendation of a neighbor depends
on the trust the witness has on that neighbor, so that recommendations of more reliable neighbors are more relevant. The witness own trust evaluation of the defendant
Q i ðdÞ considers the behavior ratings received from the
monitor module (Ei ðdÞ), as well as the last value of the trust
level (T i1 ðdÞ). Eq. (2) shows this relationship:

Q i ðdÞ ¼ bEi ðdÞ þ ð1  bÞT i1 ðdÞ:

ð2Þ

The parameter b is the forgetting factor, which changes
the relevance of the behavior evaluation of the monitor
module against past trust values. The trust module
requires a minimum amount of behavior evaluation before
rating the trust level. Typically, the trust module gathers
ten behavior evaluations.
3.1.3. Evidence module
The evidence module deﬁnes the relationship between
witnesses and the jury. Witnesses send evidence messages
to inform the jury about misbehaving defendants. Therefore, a witness monitors the defendant actions and, whenever the witness trust module detects misbehavior, it
sends evidences to the jury of the defendant. Hence, evidences are sent periodically when the trust level of a given
neighbor is lower than a speciﬁc threshold deﬁned as the
minimum tolerated trust in the network. For this reason,
the mechanism avoids sending unnecessary evidence messages before knowing for sure that the node is not
trustworthy.

one might use IP addresses as node identiﬁers, and the IP
address list can be promptly obtained by routing protocols
or addressing protocols such as the Optimized Link State
Routing protocol (OLSR) [17] and Filter-based Addressing
Protocol (FAP) [4].
TEAM assumes a node identiﬁer is unique and cannot
be forged. With this in mind, one could use a tamper proof
hardware, which contains a unique identiﬁer as in Buttyán
and Hubeaux [18]. In another approach, one could use the
users relationship to build a delegation chain as in ACACIA
[14], so that each user has a certain amount of invitations.
When inviting another user to join the network, the user
transfers a subset of his invitations based on the trust he
has on the invited user. Therefore, the network is mainly
constituted by trustworthy users, since these nodes trustworthy users are more likely to receive a larger amount
of invitations.
3.2.1. Reputation module
This module is responsible for assessing the reputation
of nodes, which is based on the evidences received from
witnesses. Accordingly, each juror stores a reputation value for the defendant relative to a moment i, denoted by
Ri . Then, two different processes update the reputation value, the reputation degradation and reputation improvement. In the degradation process, the reputation
decreases whenever the juror receives an evidence message, according to following equation:

Ri ¼ maxðRi1  u; 0Þ;

ð3Þ
i1

3.2. Global context
Every node in the network is a defendant, therefore
each one has its own jury, which controls its access. The
jury is a dynamic and self-organized group of m nodes distributed all over the network. This group controls the access of the defendant issuing and revoking certiﬁcates
that allow network access. A jury is composed by a randomly-chosen set to implement a majority-based voting
mechanism, and then avoid collusion and slander attack
to exclude nodes.
In the jury selection mechanism, each node keeps an ordered list of node identiﬁers for the entire network. The
algorithm computes modN ðhashðkeyÞÞ and uses the result
as an index to the node identiﬁers list, where N is the number of nodes in the network and the key is the defendant
identiﬁer. The index to the second juror is given by
modN ðhashðÞÞ applied to the result of the last operation.
This process is recursively applied until m distinct jurors
are selected, ignoring results that select the defendant index. Since the key parameter is related to the defendant
identiﬁer, each defendant has its own different jury and
has no control over the jury selection procedure. Thus,
nodes are able not only to ﬁnd out any jury, but also
achieve the same jury selection to a speciﬁc defendant.
Furthermore, whenever the identiﬁer list changes with
node joins and leaves, the jury nodes also change, maintaining the consistency of the group. The node identiﬁer
can be any arbitrary set of bytes. In a simple approach

where u is the reputation update unit, and R is the previous reputation value. The juror only accepts evidence
messages from the witnesses of the defendant. Hence,
the juror must verify whether the node sending evidences
really is a direct neighbor of the defendant. To this end, the
juror can obtain information about the network topology,
which is available by routing protocols such as OLSR [17].
Besides, in order to reduce the impact of evidence messages trafﬁc and to avoid malicious nodes manipulating
the reputation system, the juror considers only one evidence of a witness within a period of T ev i .
In the improvement process, the reputation value grows
periodically to allow nodes to recover the reputation when
they perform good actions. Therefore, after a period of T rep
without reputation updates the reputation value is updated to



Ri ¼ min Ri1 þ u; Rmax ;

ð4Þ

where Rmax is the maximum reputation value. This reputation system is based on the reputation system used in ACACIA [14].
3.2.2. Exclusion module
The jury excludes misbehaving nodes by voting for the
defendant exclusion when the reputation drops below a
certain threshold. The vote is a signed message ﬂooded in
the network, which all nodes must receive to assure a
global decision. Votes have a sequence number to avoid replay attacks. Upon the reception of valid votes from more
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than half of the jury, nodes mark the defendant as a convicted node and then notify the access control module.
The whole exclusion procedure is presented in Fig. 3.
First, as in Fig. 3(a), the defendant actions are perceived
by its neighbors, the witnesses. The witnesses use the
monitored information and the opinion of other witnesses
to build a trust value for the defendant. Next, when the
witness trust value for the defendant is lower than the
minimum tolerated trust threshold, it sends evidence messages to each juror of the defendant, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Finally, upon reception of evidence messages, each juror
updates the reputation value of the defendant. If the reputation drops below the reputation threshold, the defendant
should be excluded and the juror votes for it, as represented in Fig. 3(c).

3.2.3. Access control module
To allow new node access, the jury issues certiﬁcates
with a mechanism similar to the ACACIA new node access
[14]. The joining node obtains the IP address list, chooses
an unused IP address, calculates its jury to request them
a certiﬁcate to participate in the network. The authentication includes a mechanism similar to Base Exchange of
Host Identity Protocol [19], in which the joining node
solves a resource demanding puzzle to prevent denial-ofservice threats. The juror that agrees on the new node access issues a partial certiﬁcate, a juror signature on the
new node identiﬁer. The complete certiﬁcate is constructed by aggregating partial certiﬁcates from more than
half of the jury. The certiﬁcate can be veriﬁed anytime by
checking if the signatures of the certiﬁcate are consistent

with the jury of that node. As the certiﬁcate depends on
the current jury, when the members of the jury change,
the certiﬁcate should be updated.
Nodes also have a revocation list to deny the access of
the convicted nodes, which have their messages and requests ignored. The convicted node data in revocation node
list also contains the invitation used to gain the access in
the network as in ACACIA [14], or tamper proof information [18]. This avoids future access attempts of convicted
nodes.

4. Exclusion mechanism model
The reputation model parameters have signiﬁcant impact in the operation of our exclusion mechanism. In particular, the parameters u; T rep ; T ev i presented in Eqs. (3)
and (4) affect the reputation update rate in the members
of the jury, and as a consequence, they have an important
inﬂuence on the voting system. Thus, altering these parameters impacts on the exclusion accuracy and precision, the
exclusion delay, the evidence message overhead, and the
minimum number of witnesses that must agree to force
a juror to vote for the defendant exclusion.
For a juror, the defendant reputation depends on several factors. Basically, the reputation depends on the evidence arrival rate at the juror. Since, evidence messages
are sent by the witnesses, the arrival rate at the juror is
determined not only by the trust level of the defendant
but also by the number of witnesses. Therefore, we model
our exclusion mechanism in two levels. First, in the local
context, we model the trust level dynamics between

Fig. 3. The node exclusion process: (a) action monitoring, (b) evidence notiﬁcation, and (c) defendant exclusion voting.
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witnesses and defendants. Next, in the global context, we
model the evidence arrival rate at the juror. Finally, based
on these two models, we derive a closed-form expression
to characterize the reputation dynamics at the juror. Moreover, the proposed model allows computing the number of
evidences needed and the delay for a juror to vote for the
exclusion of a given defendant.
In the local context, we model the trust as a random
process whose value tends to the defendant’s nature over
time, as veriﬁed in [15]. We use a simpliﬁed model that
takes the measured rate of good actions as the mean of a
normal random variable. The idea is to model the monitoring of the defendant behavior (rate of good actions) and the
interaction with other witnesses (normal random variable). In this model, nodes perform actions in a Poisson
process with rate k (PoiðktÞ), thus the good actions is a
thinned Poisson process by the nature value g
(GðtÞ ¼ PoiðgktÞ), and the bad actions is also a thinned Poisson process by 1  g (BðtÞ ¼ Poiðð1  gÞktÞ). Therefore, the
trust is described by

(
Xðg; r; tÞ ¼

1;
N0



GðtÞ
;
GðtÞþBðtÞ



if ðGðtÞ þ BðtÞÞ < 10;
ð5Þ

r ; otherwise;

where the ﬁrst constraint forces the trust value to 1 if the
monitoring module has monitored less than 10 actions,
and N 0 ðl; rÞ is a normalized normal random variable limited in [0, 1]. Fig. 4(a) shows the trust of a witness regarding a defendant with nature 0:28 and r ¼ 0:18 in time and
Fig. 4(b) shows the corresponding trust probability density
function (PDF) in instant t ¼ 50.
When a witness evaluates the defendant with a trust level smaller than the minimum trust tolerated in the network (trust threshold – TTHR ), the witness sends evidence
messages to the jury, periodically. The number of evidence
messages that a witness sends to a juror is limited to one
per T ev i . Hence, we model the number of evidence messages that a witness sends to a juror per T ev i as:

(
Etx ðtÞ ¼

1; if Xðg; r2 ; tÞ < TTHR ;
0; if Xðg; r2 ; tÞ P TTHR :

ð6Þ

Therefore, the total amount of evidence messages received by a juror in a period of one T ev i is the sum of the
evidence messages sent by all the witnesses (W):

Erx ðtÞ ¼ Etx1 ðtÞ þ Etx2 ðtÞ þ . . . þ EtxW ðtÞ:

Fig. 5(a) shows the PDF of the evidence message sent by
a witness in one T ev i in instant 50. Also in instant 50,
Fig. 5(b) shows PDF of the received evidences by a juror
in one T ev i when there are eight witnesses.
We can write the reputation dynamics as R ¼ Rþ  R ,
where Rþ is the increase rate and R is the reduction rate.
It is important to mention that R < 0 guarantees the defendant exclusion while the magnitude of R determines the
exclusion delay. For each evidence message received, the
juror decrements u units from the reputation. Hence, the
reputation decrease rate is R ¼ ETrxevui . On the other hand,
the reputation increase process operates when no reputation update occurs for a period of T rep . Fig. 6 illustrates
the evidence message reception timeline. The use of recommendations in the local trust model not only speed up
the convergence, but also induce a trust level synchronization, in which witnesses share a similar opinion about the
defendant. The impact in our exclusion mechanism is the
misbehaving detection synchronization, which leads to
an evidence message accumulation into a short period (d)
at the juror. Thus, we deﬁne d as the difference between
the ﬁrst and the last evidence received during one T ev i period, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Therefore, there is a silent period of T ev i  d, in which the juror does not receive any
evidence messages. During the silent period, T rep expires
j
k
T ev i d
times which results in reputation increase rate of
T rep
j
k
þ
T ev i d
R ¼ T rep  T euv i . The resulting reputation dynamics is
then:

RðtÞ ¼

Probability Density

0.6
0.4
0.2

0

10

20

30

Time (units)

40

50

ð8Þ

Analyzing Eq. (8), we can infer that enlarging the relation
contributes to increase the reputation, which hampers
the exclusion of the defendant. Besides, increasing the
number of witnesses can decrease the reputation. We analyze the defendant exclusion probability ðPðR < 0ÞÞ regarding its nature for different number of witnesses, with the
following
parameters
conﬁgurations:
d ¼ 0:1T ev i ,
T ev i ¼ 1:0, r ¼ 0:18, and TTHR ¼ 0:3.
0.25

0.8

Trust





T ev i  d
 Etx1 ðtÞ þ Etx2 ðtÞ þ . . . þ EtxW ðtÞ
T rep
u
:

T ev i

T ev i
T rep

1

0

ð7Þ

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

Trust

Fig. 4. Analytical trust model of a witness regarding a defendant with nature 0:28 and

r ¼ 0:18.
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0.4

Probability Density

Probability Density

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

1

Evidences Sent

3

4

5

6

7

8

Evidences Received

Fig. 5. PDFs of sent and received evidence messages per T ev i PDF in instant 50 regarding a defendant with nature 0:28 and

Fig. 6. The evidence message reception timeline. jWitnesses
send evik
i d
dence messages within a d period and T rep expires T eTvrep
times.

We chose d ¼ 0:1T ev i meaning that witnesses update
the trust value in a period no longer than 0:1T ev i . We vary
the value of T rep , as shown in Table 1.
Fig. 7(a) shows the exclusion probability when the
defendant has eight witnesses. Indeed, the TEAM identiﬁes
the defendant with nature smaller than the trust threshold
and allows the jury to exclude it. The exclusion procedure
is both highly accurate and precise, because it excludes
nodes with nature above the trust threshold, with low
dispersion.
Fig. 7(b) shows the exclusion probability when the
defendant has ﬁve witnesses. In this scenario, there are
fewer witnesses sending evidence messages, hence R decreases, and as a consequence the defendant exclusion is
less likely to happen. Nonetheless, the mechanism is still
able to identify the misbehaving defendant, which leads
the juror to vote for the defendant exclusion. It is clear that
increasing Rþ TEAM1 and TEAM2 , impairs the accuracy because the probability PðR < 0Þ decreases. Thus, these conﬁgurations exclude only defendants with nature values
smaller than the tolerated threshold.
Fig. 7(c) and (d) shows the exclusion probability when
the defendant has three and one witnesses, respectively.

T rep

These two ﬁgures conﬁrm the previous result in which
the number of witnesses plays an important role in the
system accuracy. The smaller is the number of witnesses,
the smaller is the accuracy of our mechanism. Most important, Fig. 7(c) and (d) shows that the effectiveness of the
exclusion mechanism can be severely affected by the number of witness. For some conﬁgurations, as TEAM1 and
TEAM2 with three witnesses and TEAM1 to TEAM5 with
one witness, the mechanism is not able to exclude the
defendant even when it has low nature values. Therefore,
it is clear that each TEAM conﬁguration is suited for a speciﬁc scenario. Table 2 summarizes the exclusion accuracy
of TEAM conﬁgurations. For each scenario, when excluded
nodes have nature within the range TTHR  0:02, we consider a good exclusion accuracy, represented by ‘‘+’’, ‘‘’’
when it excludes the defendant with nature smaller than
TTHR  0:02 or higher than TTHR þ 0:02, and ‘‘no when it does
not exclude.
Another important parameter is the vote delay, which is
characterized by the time a juror takes to vote for the
exclusion of a misbehaving defendant. We also evaluate
the number of evidence messages each juror receives during the vote delay. We consider the instant of the exclusion
as the moment the reputation value reaches 0. Then, the
reputation value in function of time is:

RðtÞ ¼ Rmax þ t  RðtÞ;

TEAM1

TEAM2

TEAM3

TEAM4

TEAM5

0.225

0.300

0.500

0.750

1.000

ð9Þ

where Rmax is the initial and the maximum reputation
value (in this paper we consider it equals to 1) and RðtÞ
derives from Eq. (8). Expanding Eq. (9):



u
T ev i  d
 Erx ðtÞ ;
T ev i
T rep


u T ev i  d
u
RðtÞ ¼ Rmax þ t
t
Erx ðtÞ:
T ev i
T rep
T ev i

RðtÞ ¼ Rmax þ t

i d
When T rep tends to T ev i (T rep ﬃ T ev i ), the term bT eTvrep
c
tends to zero. In this scenario, the reputation only
decreases and the reputation value resulting expression is

RðtÞ ¼ Rmax  t

Table 1
Different T rep conﬁgurations.

r ¼ 0:18.

u
Erx ðtÞ:
T ev i

When the juror votes for the defendant exclusion the
reputation value is 0. As the reputation only decreases,
the total number of evidence message is the minimum
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Fig. 7. Exclusion probability regarding different TEAM conﬁgurations.

Table 2
Different T rep conﬁgurations.

TEAM1
TEAM2
TEAM3
TEAM4
TEAM5

1 Witnesses

3 Witnesses

5 Witnesses

8 Witnesses

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
+
+
+


+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

1 T ev i  Emin
E½t min  ¼ 10 þ
:
k
W

required to cause the juror to vote for the exclusion. We
represent the minimum number of evidence messages as
Emin ¼ t ETrx ðtÞ. Then we get the expression
ev i

u¼

Rmax
:
Emin

k (PoiðktÞ), the time to perform 10 actions is an exponential
variable with mean 10 1k. The expected minimum time to
the juror to vote for the exclusion is

ð10Þ

Therefore, we use u to set the minimum number of evidence messages before the juror to vote for the defendant
exclusion. Considering that the witnesses’ trust value in
the defendant is smaller than threshold T THR , all witnesses
send evidence messages in each T ev i interval, then
Erx ðtÞ ¼ W. In this scenario, the minimum time to reduce
the reputation to zero is trep ¼ T ev iWEmin . Hence, T ev i set the
minimum time to reduce the reputation to zero with W
witnesses. As the trust model ﬁrst considers ten actions before rating a trust level, the total delay until the vote for
exclusion is the sum of the delay to gather ten actions plus
the delay to reduce the reputation from 1 to 0. Since the
model of actions performed is a Poisson process with rate

ð11Þ

Fig. 4 shows the analysis vote delay and the number of
evidence messages sent to each juror. Fig. 8(a) and (b)
shows the mean (and standard deviation) vote delay and
the number of evidence messages, respectively. In these
analysis, we considered the eight witnesses scenario with
TEAM5 (T rep ¼ 1:0). Besides, we set T ev i ¼ 1k ¼ 1:0. As
T rep ¼ T ev i , the reputation only decreases and we predict
the behavior with Eqs. (10) and (11). The parameter u
max
was set to R80
, so the minimum number of evidence messages to vote for defendant exclusion is 80. The expected
time to the juror to vote for the exclusion is then
E½t min  ¼ 10  1:0 þ 1:080
¼ 20.
8
We can see in Fig. 8(a) that when the nature of defendant is small, the vote delay for the exclusion is as predicted around 20 time units. There is a small offset
regarding the predicted value due to the trust model convergence time, as seen in Fig. 4(a) and Eq. (6). However,
when the nature is near the threshold TTHR , the trust in
the defendant has a higher probability to be greater than
the threshold, which decreases the rate of evidence messages received by the juror and consequently increases
the time to vote for exclusion. This behavior is also veriﬁed
by Fig. 8(b), which shows the number of evidence messages received by each juror before it votes for the
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Fig. 8. Time and evidence messages until defendant exclusion for the eight witnesses scenario with TEAM5 .

exclusion. The number of evidence messages has a small
offset regarding the predicted value (80) due to the trust
model convergence time. For nature values near the
threshold TTHR , the number of the evidence message presents a higher variance. The main reason for this effect is
that trust levels above the threshold produce large enough
gaps in evidence dispatch to allow reputation increases.
Thereby, different parameters conﬁgurations vary signiﬁcantly the reputation model behavior. Besides, scenarios with different number of witnesses also modify the
reputation model behavior. Therefore, our mechanism
use these information as guidelines, to tune the main
parameters, as for instances, each juror might obtain the
number of witnesses a defendant has to conﬁgure the
parameters u; T rep and T ev i .
5. Simulation
In this section we evaluate the performance of TEAM
and compare it with ACACIA [14]. We implemented and
simulated both mechanisms using the tool Network Simulator 3 (NS-3).2 The simulations evaluate the accuracy and
the overhead of the exclusion mechanisms. We also assess
the robustness of the exclusion mechanisms in the presence
of monitoring failures.
We use a node behavior model in which nodes perform
two kinds of actions, good and bad. Good and bad actions
are generic classiﬁcation for the actions performed by a
node, therefore the impact of the real action and monitoring techniques are not addressed in this paper. Nodes perform actions in a stochastic process modeled by a Poisson
distribution with k ¼ 1 time unit. We use the nature concept to quantify the rate of good and bad actions, thus a
node with nature 0:6 randomly does 6 good actions out
of 10 (and 4 bad actions). The monitor module assesses
the node behavior according to the rate of good actions detected, which is used by the trust module to build a trust
level. We deﬁned a trust level threshold, which represents
the minimum tolerated nature to participate in the network. Therefore, nodes whose trust level is below the
threshold should be expelled, characterizing true positives
2

Available in http://www.nsnam.org/.

events. However, false positives might occur, whenever
nodes with nature above the threshold are expelled from
the network. Similarly, nodes with nature below the
threshold might not be evicted from the network, which
represents a false negative.
The simulations use a 64-node grid topology as shown
in Fig. 9. The nodes are evenly placed on a square with
sides D units, therefore nodes are d ¼ D=7 units far away
from the closest nodes situated in vertical
pﬃﬃﬃ and horizontal
axes. The radio transmission range is d 2, so nodes have
direct communication with the closest nodes around them.
We also assume as standard conﬁguration: a ¼ 0:5 in Eq.
(1); b ¼ 0:5 in Eq. (2); T ev i ¼ 1:0; T rep ¼ 1:0; Rmax ¼ 1 and
u ¼ 0:0125 in Eqs. (3) and (4). Using the standard conﬁguration, the reputation module requires a minimum of 80
evidence messages to drop the reputation from Rmax to 0.
If eight witnesses send evidence messages to the jury with
rate Tx ¼ T 1ev i ¼ 1:0, the defendant is excluded in ten time
units supposing that no evidence message is lost. Each
defendant has ﬁve jurors composing the jury.

Fig.
pﬃﬃﬃ 9. The topology used in simulations. Nodes transmission range is
d 2, therefore nodes have direct communication with the closest nodes
around them.
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ACACIA uses a similar reputation module but has no local trust module, therefore the performance of its exclusion mechanism is strongly related to the reputation
module parameters. Hence, we use three reputation update timer T rep conﬁgurations, 0.225, 0.300 and 0.500 for
ACACIA1 , ACACIA2 and ACACIA3 respectively. These conﬁgurations affect the reputation increase rate at the jury,
varying from a high reputation increase rate (ACACIA1 ) to
a low reputation increase rate (ACACIA3 ). The reputation
increase rate is crucial for the performance of the exclusion
mechanism and has a signiﬁcant impact on the accuracy,
the precision and the exclusion delay.
5.1. Performance results

100

Exclusion Percentage (%)

Exclusion Percentage (%)

In the ﬁrst scenario, we analyze the performance of
TEAM in identifying and excluding a misbehaving node
from the network. Therefore, we chose a node in the middle of the grid as the analyzed defendant, which has eight
neighbors that will play the role of its witnesses. We vary
its nature from 0 to 1 and set the trust level threshold to
0:3. Except the analyzed defendant, all nodes have maximum nature, therefore their actions are only good actions
and have no impact in the exclusion mechanism. Then, we
measure the success rate in node exclusion, the mean
exclusion delay and the mean number of evidence messages required to exclude the defendant node.
Fig. 10(a) shows the exclusion percentage of the defendant, taken as the percentage of runs in which the majority
of the jury has voted for the exclusion of the defendant. As
we can observe, both ACACIA2 and ACACIA3 exclude the
defendant when its nature is signiﬁcantly higher than
0:3, from 0:4 to 0:65 with ACACIA2 and 0:65 to 0:8 with
ACACIA3 . Therefore, both conﬁgurations of ACACIA present
high false positives rates. On the other hand, TEAM and
ACACIA1 succeeded in distinguishing the well behaving
and misbehaving nodes according to the 0:3 threshold, as
shown in Fig. 10(b). However, ACACIA1 has low precision
since it has a high false positive and high false negative
rates, while the proposed mechanism has a low rate of
both false positives and false negatives. The high accuracy
and precision of TEAM is achieved because the trust
module can track the nature accurately and precisely. Witnesses send evidence messages periodically only when the
trust level of the defendant is below the threshold.

80
ACACIA2
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ACACIA3
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0.8

Therefore, the defendant reputation at the jury decreases
constantly as long as its trust level remains below the
threshold. If the defendant trust level is above the threshold, no evidence is sent and the reputation grows.
Conversely, in ACACIA there is no trust module and the
monitoring module is connected directly to the evidence
module. The evidence module does not depend on the trust
threshold to send evidence messages, instead it sends an
evidence message whenever the monitoring module detects a bad action. Thus, the evidence message rate as well
as the reputation at the jury depends directly on the rate of
bad actions performed by a node, which is deﬁned by the
nature and the rate of actions performed. Therefore, in
ACACIA different nature values yield different reputation
decrease rates. As a consequence, the reputation increase
rate (T rep ) must be conﬁgured to exclude a speciﬁc nature
value.
Fig. 11(a) shows the delay to exclude the defendant, and
Fig. 11(b) shows the average number of evidence messages
sent to each juror during this process. As shown in
Fig. 11(a), the delay to exclude the defendant of TEAM varies from 23 to 53 time units, depending on its nature. This
effect occurs due to the exclusion procedure of the mechanism that can be divided into two phases: the local trust
convergence phase and evidence message sending phase.
Fig. 12(a) shows the total time to exclude the defendant
and the instant when the ﬁrst evidence message is sent.
The mechanism only sends evidence messages after the local trust convergence, therefore the ﬁrst evidence represents the delay of local trust convergence. In the
evidence message sending phase, the evidence module
sends evidence messages at a ﬁxed rate once the trust level
is below the threshold. Therefore, the time taken in this
phase, which is the vote delay from Section 4 has small
variations when the nature is far from the threshold. Using
the standard conﬁguration, eight witnesses reduce the reputation at the jury from Rmax to 0 in 10 time units. When
the nature of the defendant is near the threshold, the local
trust module rates a trust level that oscillates around the
threshold value. Then, the witnesses send intermittent
ﬂows of evidence messages, which result in more time to
exclude the defendant.
The local trust delay phase also varies with the defendant nature. The trust module presents an intrinsic convergence delay, which characterizes the time it takes to
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Fig. 10. Exclusion percentage of the defendant on a central position of the grid (eight witnesses scenario).
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Fig. 12. Total time required to exclude a defendant on a central position of the grid (eight witnesses scenario) and analysis of different TEAM T rep
conﬁgurations.

achieve the correct trust level, according to the actions performed by a given defendant. For the exclusion mechanism, the delay to send the ﬁrst evidence comprises the
time the trust module takes to achieve a trust level below
the threshold. Therefore, when the nature of the defendant
is near the threshold, the ﬁrst evidence delay is almost the
same as the trust module convergence delay. On the other
hand, when the nature is below and far from the threshold,
the ﬁrst evidence delay is much shorter than the converge
delay. Since the trust module considers at least ten actions
to validate the trust level and the mean time between actions is 1:0, it takes approximately 10 time units to the
trust level converge to a value below the threshold. This result corresponds to the delay of 23 time units in excluding
the defendant. When the nature of the defendant is near
the threshold, the delay to the trust module converge to
a value below the threshold is also higher, which result
in higher delay to send the ﬁrst evidence message and consequently in the total exclusion time.
The ACACIA conﬁgurations impact substantially on the
delay to exclude the defendant and the number of evidence
messages sent to each juror during this process, as shown
in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively. ACACIA1 has the highest
reputation increase rate, thus a juror should receive

evidence messages with a higher rate to result in a negative reputation dynamics. As the evidence message rate is
limited by T ev i , it takes longer to the juror to vote for the
exclusion of the defendant, and also requires more evidence messages. Similarly, with lower reputation increase
rates (ACACIA2 and ACACIA3 ), excludes the defendant in a
shorter delay with fewer evidence messages than
ACACIA1 conﬁguration, but it also increases the false positive rate. Hence, the ACACIA1 conﬁguration is the most
accurate, but also the conﬁguration with highest delay
and number of evidence messages. As opposed to the
ACACIA3 conﬁguration, which has the lowest delay and
number of evidence messages, but is the least accurate.
Therefore, ACACIA has no optimal conﬁguration which excludes misbehaving nodes accurately, quickly and with
small number of evidence messages as TEAM does.
Since the reputation increase rate (T rep ) conﬁgurations
impact substantially in ACACIA exclusion behavior, we simulated the TEAM performance with different T rep
conﬁgurations. We use ﬁve T rep conﬁgurations: 0:225, 0.3,
0:5, 0.75 and 1.0, represented as TEAM1 , TEAM2 , TEAM3 ,
TEAM4 and TEAM5 respectively. When the subscript of
TEAM is omitted, we assume TEAM5 conﬁguration.
Fig. 12(b) shows the exclusion percentage as the percentage
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of runs that the TEAM conﬁgurations succeed in excluding
the analyzed defendant varying its nature. The exclusion
accuracy of all TEAM conﬁgurations is high and the mechanism accurately distinguishes the well behaving and misbehaving nodes according to the 0.3 threshold. Meanwhile,
the reduction of the parameter T rep increase the precision
of the defendant exclusion and reduce the false positive
rates. However, the reduction of T rep also implies that more
evidence messages are necessary to exclude a node, due to
the higher reputation increase rate. Hence, unlike ACACIA,
various conﬁgurations of the reputation increase rate
ðT rep Þ do not impact substantially in TEAM exclusion
behavior.
We also simulated scenarios where the analyzed defendant is either on the edge or on the vertex of the grid, and
as a consequence, it has ﬁve or three neighbors that will
play the role of its witnesses, respectively. Fig. 13(a) shows
the exclusion percentage of the defendant positioned on an
edge of the grid. When the witness group is smaller, the
rate of messages sent to the jury is also smaller. The reputation decrease rate on the jury in ACACIA mechanism
strongly depends on the rate of evidence messages received, therefore the reputation decrease rate is smaller
for the defendant with less witnesses. In ACACIA1 and
ACACIA2 the reputation decrease rate is not enough to
force gradual reputation reduction, thus the defendant is
not expelled even when the defendant has low nature values. ACACIA3 has smaller reputation increase rate, then the
ﬁve witnesses manage to reduce the reputation at the jury
and cause the defendant exclusion. In TEAM the witnesses
send evidence messages in constant rate when they detect
that the defendant has a trust level below the threshold.
Hence, TEAM still excludes the defendant correctly. When
the defendant has only three witnesses the scenario is
worse for ACACIA, and even ACACIA3 witnesses do not
send evidence messages in a sufﬁciently high rate to exclude the defendant as shown in Fig. 13(b).

5.2. Robustness results

100

Exclusion percentage (%)

Exclusion percentage (%)

In the second scenario, we evaluated the robustness of
TEAM against monitoring failures. We considered two possible monitoring failures: failures in detecting the actions
of neighbors, and failures in classifying the actions of
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0

neighbors. In this scenario, we assign nature 0, randomly,
to 10% of the nodes.
In the ﬁrst monitoring failure scenario, we consider that
nodes fail to detect the action of neighbors due to radio
failures or resources constraints. Then, we deﬁne a perception parameter, which indicates the percentage of actions
that are perceived by the monitoring module. In this simulation scenario we vary the perception of all nodes.
Fig. 14(a) shows the exclusion percentage of the misbehaving nodes for different perception values. As shown,
TEAM can successfully exclude all misbehaving nodes in
spite of the low perception. Meanwhile, when the perception value decreases, the trust module takes longer to infer
the trust level, as seen in Fig. 14(b). The monitoring module
with low perception detects only a small percentage of actions, accordingly it sends behavior evaluations to the trust
module less frequently. As the trust module must receive
ten behavior evaluations of the monitoring module prior
to rate a valid trust level of a defendant, it takes longer
to acquire the defendant trust level. Therefore, low perception just delays the misbehaving node exclusion.
In ACACIA, the reputation at the jury depends only on
evidence messages sent by witnesses, which directly depends on the bad actions rate. When the perception is low,
the bad actions rate perceived decreases, and consequently,
witnesses also send evidence messages in a lower rate.
Therefore, the reputation decreasing rate at the jury is
attenuated, insinuating that the nature of the defendant is
higher than it really is. Hence, with low perception, the
mechanism does not exclude correctly the misbehaving
nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 14(a). Aside from that, the random choice of the misbehaving nodes put some of them
in the edge and vertex, which results in the degradation
of the overall efﬁciency in excluding nodes. Besides, it takes
longer to reduce the reputation to the minimum due to the
smaller reputation decrease rate, as shown in Fig. 14(b).
In the second monitoring failure scenario, we consider
that the action classiﬁcation is not perfect and present an
error probability, meaning that they have a probability to
detect a good action as a bad action and vice versa. We
then vary the classiﬁcation error probability, but consider
that nodes have maximum perception.
Since actions are modeled by a Poisson distribution process, we can then rewrite the rate k ¼ kGOOD þ kBAD , where
kGOOD and kBAD are the rates of good and bad actions respec-
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Fig. 13. Exclusion of the analyzed defendant for defendant positions.
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Fig. 14. Robustness results varying the perception of nodes and classiﬁcation error probability.

kGOOD
tively. Hence, considering g ¼ kGOOD
the nature of the
þkBAD

node, we can model the perceived nature as a function of
the classiﬁcation error and the nature of nodes:

gperceiv ed ¼ g þ j  2gj;

ð12Þ

where j is the classiﬁcation probability error and gperceiv ed is
the nature perceived by the witnesses with j classiﬁcation
error probability. The analysis of Eq. (12) shows that the
higher is the classiﬁcation error probability, the perceived
nature approaches the 0.5 nature. Both TEAM and ACACIA
consider the perceived nature, and high classiﬁcation error
probabilities make the mechanisms work diversely.
The true positive rate is shown in Fig. 14(c), which
means the percentage of runs that misbehaving nodes
are correctly excluded from the network. As the misbehaving nodes have nature 0 and only perform bad actions, the
classiﬁcation error probability value 0.3 means that 30% of
the actions is considered good. TEAM excludes nodes correctly until the classiﬁcation error probability is near 0.3.
At this point the classiﬁcation errors change the perceived
nature and consequently the trust level to 0.3. Since the
trust threshold is 0.3, the mechanism considers the misbehaving nodes as altruistic, and never excludes them.
ACACIA1 behaves similarly, but the random choice of the
misbehaving nodes cause low exclusion rate. ACACIA2
and ACACIA3 are not accurate and exclude nodes with high

nature values. Thus, despite the classiﬁcation errors, the
system still excludes the nodes.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we propose Trust-based Exclusion Accesscontrol Mechanism (TEAM), an access control mechanism
to ensure that only cooperative nodes can access the network by excluding the misbehaving. TEAM was built to
work in a MANET environment, then it considers the dynamic scenario of this network by the use of a accurate
and precise trust model which uses past interactions and
recommendations to build a trust evaluation in neighbors.
The mechanism is inspired by a jury trial, in which the
neighbors of a defendant node are the witnesses which
generate evidences, that the jury uses to judge and vote
for the defendant node exclusion. Besides, the random
and distributed jury selection mechanism protects the
mechanism from colluding misbehaving nodes.
TEAM is characterized by a distributed and self-organized two-level trust and reputation system which works
in two contexts, local and global. In the local context, the
witnesses use the trust model to identify the nature of
the defendant nodes based on the neighborhood monitoring and recommendations exchange. In the global context,
the jurors build a reputation to the defendant, and vote for
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the defendant exclusion when the reputation is below the
tolerated.
We build an analytical model of the exclusion mechanism that shows the impact of the main parameters. We
model the trust a witness has on a defendant and the reputation a juror regarding the defendant nature. Then, we
infer the probability of exclusion, the delay and number
of evidence messages to the exclusion of defendant varying
the reputation parameters and the number of witnesses.
Furthermore, we performed simulations comparing TEAM
to main related work. The simulations test the mechanism
in a scenario with several nodes and show that TEAM has
high accuracy and precision in identifying and excluding
misbehaving nodes, with low message overhead and delay.
Besides, we performed simulations with a adulterated
monitoring module that is not capable of tracking all
neighbors actions which demonstrates that TEAM still
identiﬁes and excludes all misbehaving nodes.
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